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For as long as I can remember, I have always loved the holidays
—getting dressed up during this time of year evokes a particular

excitement and joy, with the anticipation of gathering
 with friends and family. It’s hard to say what’s more fun—
designing the Holiday Collection, or the day my high school

barkada and I celebrated our 40th- a milestone birthday and
all 

 my dearest friends dressed up in the YOYA Holiday collection.  
 

 Our Holiday Collection is a visual feast— gilded florals add
shimmer to party outfits we have so missed. Sheer tulle and chic
geometric jacquard lends our perfectly cut classic pieces an air of

festivity. 
 There are special pieces for minimalists and maximalists alike,
and so many ways to make each your own, without sacrificing

elegance and ease.
 

 My pieces are worn by real women, 
 and seeing them shine in YOYA is why I do what I do.

 I present to you our Holiday Collection 
 

 Vol 13.
 Gilded Gaiety

 
 



You are invited to shop our holiday collection
from YOYA on November 24 - 27, 10-7pm
Address*
 Book an appointment and allow us to curate
a selection of pieces especially for you

RSVP 0917.713.9424 Jennie/
DM @shopyoya 





Hartland pants 5995

Balmoral Bodysuit 5995  
Multiway printed bodysuit 

Straight cut slim pant with elastic waist and 
back pocket details

available in Oleander green and Mallow red



Norton Blouse 5995
Subtle drape on the bodice and ruched detail on the sleeves. 

Birch Ruffle Skirt 5595
Stretch mini skirt with Ruffled side slit and topstitch detail

available in Oleander green and Mallow red

available in dark fatigue, burgundy and black 





Drumond Top 5595
Asymetric Stretch tulle top with elastic adjustable shoulder detai;

Birch Ruffle Skirt 5595
Stretch mini skirt with Ruffled side slit and topstitch detail



 Getting ready together was reminiscent of a girl’s night out - getting glammed up and
playing dress up. It was my mission to make sure that the outfits they wore suited

their style, personality and body type!
 So glad to say they were all so happy and felt confident in their outfits. They even

toasted to that over dinner. I was over the moon and beyond grateful. 



Minto Top 5995
 
 

Oversized Shirt in Sheer tulle





available in Oleander green and Mallow red

Gagetown top 5995
 
 
 Heartland Pants 5995
 Straight cut slim pant with elastci wasit andback pocket details

Draped Turtleneck with adjustable shoulder cutout
 







Barkley Jacquard 6595
Apron top in silk jacquard with clasp detail

Hanwell Skort 7995
Skort in jacquard with wide waistband and clasp detail



Barkley Jacquard 6595
Apron top with clasp detail

Brossard wrap skirt 6995
 Asymmetrical wrap midi skirt with pleats and clasp detail



Hillsborough Pants 6995

Tapered plant with front pleats

reversible boxy blouse with snap closure 
Chambly V2 10995

for preorder 1/23 delivery
 



All accessories by OhNana!





Drayton Dress 6995

On Giselle/ Tyzia/Joan (L-R)

Canmore top 4995 /Westlock skirt 4995
Carberry tweak 6595/ Tide Pants 5995



Carberry Tweak 6595

Zip-up top in mixed fabric with sleeve drawcord detail and
striped elastic waistband

Tide Pants 5995

Wide Leg cropped pants with elastic waist and piping detail



carberry Tweak 6595/ Tide Pants 5995

Beaumont Jacket 7995/ Orca Pants 7995

On Kate/Bea/Muffin (L-R)

Arezzo Dress 8795



Parklane Dress Tweak 7995
for preorder ships 01/2023 (multiple colors available)
Shirt dress with chest flap detail 



Cooney Shirt 5295/Lucca Pants 6995
On Alessa /Yoya/Marielle/Jinkie/Cristalle (L-R)

Carberry tweak 6595/ Tide Pants 5995
Parklane Dress Tweak 7995
Canmore Top 4995/Westlock Skirt 4995
Hinton Dress 7995





To dress up 12 different women in @shopyoya was a welcome challenge. I love
these friends and it is an honor for me to dress them up and make them feel
good for our 40th. 
 Shooting the collection with my closest friends was a magical experience.
Friendship only gets better and deeper with age. It was great to celebrate
with them and feel beautiful and celebratory as we enter this milestone in our
lives. The theme of the dinner was
 #figuringout40 and while we are navigating this new decade, it is nice to
know we’ve got each other’s back.



Oleander green

Mallow red

Holiday Prints
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Pink plaid

Gold plaid

Holiday Jacquard
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DM @shopyoya
inquiry@shopyoya.com
shopyoya.com
+63917.713.9424 Jennie

Preorders and Inquiries


